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BEFORE WE GET STARTED 
 
Thank you for buying or trying Reshape. Your support is greatly appreciated and be sure that                

any means we have goes directly into R&D and product enhancement. If you encounter any               

problem or simply if you want to give us a feedback, feel free to send us a mail at                   

support@lesound.io, we will be happy to read from you and/or help you if needed.              

Information in this manual is subject to change without notice and does not represent a               

commitment on the part of Le Sound. The software described in this manual is furnished               

under a license agreement. The software may be used only in accordance of the terms of                

this license agreement. It is against the law to copy this software on any medium except as                 

specifically allowed in the license agreement. No part of this manual may be copied,              

photocopied, reproduced, translated, distributed or converted to any electronic or machine           

readable form in whole or in part without prior written approval of Le Sound. 
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Program Copyright © 2017-2018 Le Sound. All rights reserved. 

 

Reshape is a trademark of Le Sound. 

 

Windows is either trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Mac OS X, Audio Units and                

App Store are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.. VST is trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH.                
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Reshape is a sound design creative tool based on gesture usage and recognition to give new                

expression means to sound designers. By using gesture, and by asking the computer system              

to learn specific gestures, the sound designer will be able to create and control sound in                

real-time, like a musician does with his instrument. 

 

 

System requirements 

Windows 7 and above 

macOS 10.7 and above 

Reshape is compatible with the following standard : VST/VST3, AAX, AU 

 

*AAX 64bits is compatible with Pro Tools 11 and above. Please refer to Avid for precise                

system compatibility. 

 

 

  



 

INSTALLATION 

Windows  
 

Double-click on Reshape*.exe to launch installation wizard. Click on “Next” to go to the next               

screen. You have to read and agree to the End User License Agreement before proceeding.               

On the following screen you’ll be able to choose the components you want to install: 

 

● Common files regroup all documentation related to this product 

● VST/VST3 64-bit will install the 64-bit VST/VST3 instrument 

● AAX 64-bit: the 64-bit version of the AAX plugin for Pro Tools 11 and above. 

 

The following screens of the installer will allow you to choose custom locations for common 

files, VST/VST3 and AAX. Default installation paths : 

 

Common files and databanks: “C:\Program Files\LeSound” 

64-bit VST plug-in: “C:\Program Files\Vstplugins” 

64-bit VST3 plug-in: “C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST3” 

64-bit AAX plug-in: “C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins” 

 

Mac OS X 
 

Double-click on Reshape*.pkg to launch installation wizard. Please read and accept the End             

User License agreement in order to proceed. By default, the installer is set on “automatic”               

mode and you won’t have anything to do, but you can also choose a “custom” installation                

mode and you’ll be able to select which component you want to install and where to install                 

it. The different choices are: 

● Common files – regroups all documentation related to this product - Databanks –              

embedded banks of sounds, they are provided as examples/demos of what you can do with               

the plug-in. Please do not hesitate to try your own recordings ! 

● VST/VST3 will install the VST instrument 

● AudioUnit will install the Audio Unit instrument 

● AAX will install the AAX plugin for Pro Tools 11 and above. 

 

Default installation paths are : 

Common files and databanks: “/Applications/LeSound” 

VST plug-in: “/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST” 

VST3 plug-in: “/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST3” 



 

AU plug-in: “/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components” 

AAX plug-in: “/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-Ins” 

 

Activation  
 
Reshape uses iLok license activation. When you purchase Reshape, an iLok license is             

associated and you need to transfer it to your iLok. Please enter your iLok account name                

while registering LeSound. 

 

  

 

 

 

If you encounter any problem with the activation process, please don’t hesitate to send us 

an email at support@lesound.io. 
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MODULES DESCRIPTION 

Samplers 
Reshape allows you to select samples from a soundbank as a base to work with. Three 

samples can be selected and mixed together. The soundbank contains 11 categories of 

sounds. 

 

 

 

 

Sample selector: The sample selection gives access to a list  that let you select a sample 

from the soundbank. You can also navigate through the soundbank by clicking on the little 

navigation arrows. 

Preview: Preview the original sample sound. 

Mono: Downmix the selected sample to MONO. Mono signal is equally sent into all              

channels. 

Reverse: Reverse the waveform. 

Offset: Include an offset to the start position of a sound. It can be useful to introduce delays                  

between samples. 

Rate: Change the playback rate of the sample. 

Attack: Adds a linear fade-in curve to the sample enveloppe. 

Release: Adds a linear fade-out curve to the sample enveloppe. 

Chorus: The chorus effect sums a phase shifted signal to the original one and add a soft                 

frequency variation. 

Distortion: Amplitude distortion corresponding to signal clipping. 

Volume: Gain control for the sampler. 

  



 

Effects 

In Reshape you can control multiple effects in real-time through X-Y panels. Each panel 

corresponds to one effect. It allows simultaneous control of one parameter on X-axis and 

another parameter on Y-axis. Some other auxiliary control parameters are also available 

below the X-Y panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ring Modulator: Multiply the input audio signal by a sinusoid. 

 

Bandpass Freq (X-axis): bandpass frequency. 

Mod Freq (Y-axis): Modulation frequency. 

Dry/Wet: Mix ratio of  the original and the processed signal. 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect 

 

 

 

 

 

Delay: Introduce a variable delay to audio signal. 

 

Spread (X-axis): Spread the stereo between the two ears by introducing a delay between              

left-ear and right-ear. 



 

Gain (Y-axis): Gain level of the delayed signal. 

Time: Duration of the delay. 

Tap Delay: Send a value to the Time parameter with the tap            

delay button. First “tap” on it to start the timer and “tap” again             

to stop it. The duration between the two “tap” is sent to the             

time parameter. 

Pre-Post: A pre/post fader toggle. When turning off the signal          

by the “Loop Source” toggle or by releasing a “touch” trigger on            

the X-Y plane, it will apply or not the release envelope to the             

wet signal whether you checked pre or post fader. 

Dry/Wet: Mix ratio of  the original and the processed signal. 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect 

 

 

 

Chopper: The chopper introduces a regular beat on the level of the sound with more or less 

speed and intensity. 

 

Rate (X-axis): Frequency of the beat introduced to the level of 

the signal. 

Depth (Y-axis): Range of the level-drop affecting the output 

signal at each beat. 

Intensity: Hardness of the envelope affected to the output 

signal. 

Dry/Wet: Mix ratio of  the original and the processed signal. 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect 

 

 

 

 

Flanger: Sums an input signal to the same signal with a smooth variable delay changing               

through time. 

 

Frequency (X-axis): Periodical variation of the delay. 

Feedback (Y-axis): Adds a part of the output signal to the input            

signal. 

Width: Rate of the delayed signal injected to the original input           

signal. 

Dry/Wet: Mix ratio of  the original and the processed signal. 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Filter: bandpass filter  

 

Bandpass Freq (X-axis): bandpass frequency. 

Q Factor (Y-axis): Quality factor of the bandpass filter. 

BP Gain: Use one, two or three bandpass in serial 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect 

 

 

 

 

 

LOW HIGH CUT: low-cut and high-cut filters 

 

Highcut Freq (X-Axis): Cutoff frequency at the high end. 

Lowcut Freq (Y-Axis): Cutoff frequency at the low end. 

LC Bandwidth: Lowcut filter bandwdith. 

HC Bandwidth: Highcut filter bandwdith. 

On/Off: upright corner button to turn on/off the effect. 

 

 

 

Spatialization 

The spatialization square lets you manipulate the position of the output signal in space 

within your speaker arrangement (see section on “speaker arrangement” below). 

 

Doppler: A real-time doppler effect attached to the Spatialization         

square. The position of your mouse (or finger if you use our            

tablet template) represents the moving source position. The        

observer is fixed in the center of the square. The distance           

between your mouse/finger and the center of the square         

represents the virtual distance between the moving source and         

the observer. The faster you move your mouse/finger, the faster          

the speed of the source is. 

 

LP: Adds a lowpass linked to the source position. The more the            

frequency cut decreases the more the source position increases. 



 

Distance: Increases the maximum virtual distance between the moving source and the            

observer. 

 

Master Mixer 

 
SFX: The Effects slider is a Dry/Wet master which acts on all the             

XY effects. 

LFE: Increase LFE gain. 

VOL: The Master slider control the Master level of your output           

mix. The meters allow you to visually track what is outputted in            

each channel. For mappings of outputs, see the AudioOptions         

chapter. 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

RESHAPE FX 
 

ReshapeFX is an effect version of Reshape plugin. It allows you to use audio inputs instead 

of our sample bank. Simply plug ReshapeFX to an audio track and all the audio sent to this 

track (live recording, audio samples, received bus…) will be affected by ReshapeFX. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

OTHER FUNCTIONALITIES 

 

Click on the “Reshape” logo to see several options menu. 

 

Audio Options 

Link to host ‘Play’ 
 

When the tickbox is checked, sound will be produced only when your host is playing. When                

you hit “Stop”, sound computing will stop too. By default, this tickbox is unchecked so you                

should always hear sound. 

 
Speakers arrangement 
 

Here you can select your favorite mapping for your outputs. Be sure to have configured your                

host correctly if you have a surround system, so that your outputs are mapped correctly. If                

your system only has two outputs, you will only be able to select “Mono” or “Stereo” for                 

instance. The combobox allows you to switch between “Music” or “Cinema” mapping for             

surround systems. 

 

  



 

Reshape Touch - Enable OSC 

 

Reshape Touch app is an OSC friendly application, meaning that you can use any OSC               

enabled device or software you want to control it.  

You can download Reshape Touch on iOS  Android.  

Setup guide 

 

The following guide covers the installation and configuration of Reshape Touch for Reshape             

Desktop Plugins. First download the application on your tablet (iOS  Android). 
When you open it, open the setting panel by touching the Settings button: 

 

  

 

 

You need to fill the “Send IP” and “Port” section. Send IP is the IP address of the computer                   

running Reshape, please scroll to the next section if you don’t know how to find your IP                 

address. Reshape is, by default, configured to send on port 9000 and receive on port 8000. 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/reshape-touch/id1213333073?l=en&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.lesound.reshapetouch.android
https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/reshape-touch/id1213333073?l=en&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.lesound.reshapetouch.android


 

 

 

 

You can of course customize the ports to be used. Please make sure that those ports are not                  

already occupied by any other process on your computer and to reflect your configuration in               

the Reshape preferences (see section “Reshape OSC Setup Guide” below). Once the            

configuration is done, valid the settings by touching the Apply button, and you will be able                

to control Reshape. 

 

 

How to know my computer’s IP address 

 

If you’re a Mac user click to the Apple icon on the upper-left corner of the screen and select                   

System Preferences. Go to the Network button which should be on the third row. Then in                

the left-side list click on your WiFi connection and your IP address should appear. 

 



 

 

 

If you’re a Windows user, click the Start Menu (right click if your are on Windows 8.1/10),                 

open the Control Panel and go to Network and Internet, then go to Network and Sharing                

Center. You should see your network under View Your Active Networks. Click the name of               

your network next to the Connections label on the right and then go to Details. Your                

computer’s IP address should appear in the value column next to IPv4 Address. 

 

 

 

 



 

Reshape & Reshape FX Plugins - OSC setup guide 

 

To enable OSC, open Reshape preference by clicking the Reshape title of the plugin              

interface.  

 

 

Go to the OSC line and check the Enable OSC box, the IP field and input/output ports should                  

now be editable. The IP should be the IP address of your iPad which can be found in the                   

settings popup of Reshape Touch we have seen previously. If you configured Reshape Touch              

with our default port values, you shouldn’t need to change anything else. Otherwise, make              

sure you reflect the exact same port configuration on both the computer and the tablet. 

 

  

Click on the apply button to validate and come back to the plugin interface. 

 

If you are having trouble finding the IP address to set you can open the Settings app on your                   

iPad/Android Tablet, go to the Wi-Fi tab and tap the circled-blue “i” next to the network                

you’re currently connected. Congratulations! Now you should be able to control Reshape            

with your Tablet ! 



 

Reshape with Roli BLOCK 

Setup your Block 
1) First you need to connect your Lightpad Block to your computer, please read the official 
instructions come from the ROLIc website :  
https://support.roli.com/article/how-to-setup-midi-over-bluetooth-to-play-wirelessly/ 

Setup Reshape 
1.  Open   Reshape   or   Reshape   FX   in   a   DAW 
2. ● Click   on   the   Reshape   logo   in   the   top   left   corner.

 
3. ● Click   on   the   BLOCKS   tab.

 
● Ensure   the   “Use   BLOCKS”   toggle   is   clicked. 
● Choose   the   module   (Delay,   Chopper,   Flanger,   ...)   you   want   to   control with 
your   Lightpad   Block   and   click   on   the   corresponding    assign    button.   A pop   up 
window   will   appear   asking   you   to   touch   the   Lightpad   Block. 
● Once   the   assigning   is   done,   you   can   control   the   module   you   choosed   just 
by   interacting   with   your   Lightpad. 
● Enjoy 

https://support.roli.com/article/how-to-setup-midi-over-bluetooth-to-play-wirelessly/


 

Random 

 

Located in the upper right corner, the RANDOM button generates a new set of parameters 

for all three samplers of the plugin. You can click on the button as much as you want until 

you hear a sound that suits you. If you need, you can reset to default parameters or other 

configurations with the PRESET menu next to it (see next section). 

Presets 

Preset Manager 
 

The PRESET button located in the upper right corner allows you to display the preset               

manager which handles every basic preset operation. 

There are two dropdown preset lists : Factory presets showing different usage of your              

Reshape and My presets containing the presets you will save. To unroll the lists, click on the                 

small white square on the left of the lists name. Then, load some factory preset by double                 

clicking on its name. 

After getting mad and turning every single button from min to max value, you can go back                 

to the default state of the plugin by recalling the “Reset” preset. 

Once you’ve sculpted the sound you were looking for, simply click on the SAVE button at the                 

bottom of the preset manager to add a new preset corresponding to the current state of the                 

plugin. The newly created preset will appear at the bottom of My presets list. You can                

rename it by double clicking on its name to recall it then click once more on it to get the                    

typing cursor.   

To delete a preset, click on its name then click the DELETE button at the bottom of the                  

preset manager. 

 

Automation 
 

All the parameters from your Reshape plugin are available for automation in your favorite              

host including separate modules volumes and master volume. Simply go to the host             

automation menu or panel and all of them should appear, ordered alphabetically. 

 

  



 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
 

 

If you followed this guide but still aren’t able to control your Reshape plugin, you can try the                  

following suggestions: - Try another port configuration. - Try closing other programs that are              

currently using your network. - Try to reboot devices, maybe a process is still bound to the                 

port you’re trying to use. If you’re still experiencing troubles please do not hesitate to               

contact us at http://lesound.io/support/ 

Thank you! 

 

 

http://lesound.io/support/

